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A novel framework is proposed for embedding the natural in�ation into the type IIA superstrings compacti�ed on a Calabi-
Yau three-fold. In�aton is identi�ed with axion of the universal hypermultiplet (UH). The other UH scalars (including
dilaton) are stabilized by the CY �uxes whose impact can be described by gauging of the abelian isometry associated with
the axion. The stabilizing scalar potential is controlled by the integrable three-dimensional Toda equation. The in�ationary
scalar potential of the UH axion is dynamically generated at a lower scale in the natural in�ation via the non-perturbative
quantum �eld e�ects such as gaugino condensation. The natural in�ation has two scales that allow any values of the CMB
observables (ns, r).
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1 Introduction

The most economical, simple and viable
in�ationary models are the single-�eld (in�aton)
theories whose scalar potential is controlled by a one or
two parameters. Amongst the most popular models of
that type are (i) the Starobinsky in�ation [1], the Linde
in�ation [2], the Higgs in�ation [3] and the natural
in�ation [4].

The closed type II strings give the UV completion
of quantized gravity, while the �closed string gravity�
consist of the closed string zero modes including
metric, dilaton and B-�eld, all being universally
coupled to other �elds. Their e�ective action (after
integration of the string massive modes) gives rise
to the (modi�ed) Einstein gravity including the
higher-order curvature terms. Those terms in the
perturbative string e�ective action can be computed
from either string amplitudes of the massless modes
or their equations of motion given by the vanishing
RG beta-functions of the Non-Linear Sigma-model
describing string propagation in a background of the
massless modes. However, the coe�cients in front of
all Ricci- and scalar- curvature dependent terms in
the perturbative gravitational string e�ective action
are ambiguous, because they are de�ned around the
vacuum with the vanishing Ricci tensor. To resolve
the ambiguity, one needs a non-perturbative setup for
strings. It is usually unavailable, but there are some
exceptions where the crucial role is played by extended
local supersymmetry. Actually, the N=2 extended local
supersymmetry in the critical dimension D=10 is

required for consistency of closed (type II) strings,
while their CY compacti�cation gives rise to N=2 local
supersymmetry in 4D spacetime. The corresponding
low-energy string e�ective action is given by a matter-
coupled N=2 supergravity, while its moduli spaceM is
the direct productMV ⊗MH of the moduli spaceMV

of h1,1 N=2 vector multiplets and the moduli space
MH of (1 + h1,2) hypermultiplets, in terms of the CY
Hodge numbers h1,1 and h1,2 (the UH is represented
by 1 in the (1 + h1,2)).

In�aton can be interpreted as the pseudo-
Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGb) B associated with
spontaneous breaking of the rigid scale invariance.
When f is a scale of spontaneous breaking of the scale
invariance, and Λ is a scale of in�ation, a typical pNGb
scalar potential takes the form [4]

V (B) = Λ4

[
1− cos

(
B

f

)]
. (1)

In string theory, f is of the order of theMPl, whereas Λ
originates in particle physics dynamically, via gaugino
condensation [5]. Our proposal is to identify the axion
B of the natural in�ation with the B-�eld of the UH
in 4D.

2 UH moduli space

The hypermultiplet moduli space MH of the CY-
compacti�ed 4D, type-IIA closed strings is known
to be independent upon the CY complex structure
but can receive non-trivial quantum corrections. The
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perturbative corrections are only possible at the
1-loop string level, being proportional to the CY
Euler number [6]. The non-perturbative (instanton)
corrections are due to the Euclidean D2-branes
wrapped about the CY special (supersymmertic) 3-
cycles and due to the solitonic (NS-type) Euclidean
5-branes wrapped about the entire CY space. The 4D
instantons due to the wrapped D2-branes are called
D-instantons.

In quantum 4D, N=2 closed string theory the non-
perturbative UH moduli space is di�erent from the
classical UH space, as regards both its topology and
its metric, because of the non-perturbative d.o.f. in
4D due to the wrapped branes, and because some UH
scalars get the non-vanishing VEVs in quantum theory
that break the classical symmetries. In addition, the
CY �ux quantizaton implies quantized brane charges
that can be identi�ed with the Noether charges of
the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetries. It is expected that
the string duality symmetry, described by the discrete
group SL(2,Z), always survives.

The cosmological in�ation can be associated with
a special region of the quantum UH moduli space. We
identify that region by demanding the smallness of the
string coupling, where the NS5-brane instantons are
suppressed and the axion isometry is preserved.

The quantum gravity corrections are encoded in
the quaternionic-K�ahler structure of the quantum
UH moduli space. When assuming a single isometry
survival, the appropriate framework is given by a
reformulation of the UH quaternionic-K�ahler geometry
as the Einstein-Weyl geometry with a negative scalar
curvature, de�ned by [7]

W−abcd = 0 , Rab =
3

2
Λgab , Λ = const. < 0 , (2)

where the W−abcd is the anti-self-dual part of the Weyl
tensor, and theRab is the Ricci tensor of the UH moduli
space metric gab, with a, b = 1, 2, 3, 4. Given the abelian
isometry of the UH metric described by a Killing vector
K obeying the equations

Ka;b +Kb;a = 0 , K2 = gabK
aKb ≥ 0, (3)

one can choose some adapted coordinates, in which
all the metric components are independent upon one
coordinate (t). Then the Przanowski-Tod theorem [8,9]
states that any such metric with the Killing vector ∂t
can be brought into the form

ds2
Tod =

1

ρ2

{
1

P
(dt+ Θ̂)2

+ P
[
eu(dµ2 + dν2) + dρ2

] }
(4)

in terms of the two potentials, P and u, and the 1-form
Θ̂, in local coordinates (t, ρ, µ, ν).

It follows from Eq. (2) that the potential P (ρ, µ, ν)
is �xed by the second potential u as [9]

P =
1

|Λ|

(
1− 1

2
ρ∂ρu

)
, (5)

whereas the potential u(ρ, µ, ν) obeys the 3D non-
linear equation

−(∂2
µ + ∂2

ν)u+ ∂2
ρe
−u = 0 (6)

that is known as the (integrable) SU(∞) or 3D
continuous Toda system. Finally, the 1-form Θ̂ satis�es
the linear di�erential equation [9]

−d ∧ Θ̂ = (∂νP )dµ ∧ dρ
+ (∂µP )dρ ∧ dν + ∂ρ(Pe

−u)dν ∧ dµ, (7)

whose integrability condition is just given by Eq. (6).
The classical UH metric in the parameterization (4) is
obtained by taking

P =
3

2 |Λ|
= const. > 0 , e−u = ρ ,

d ∧ Θ̂ = dν ∧ dµ . (8)

so that u = 2φ. The string coupling is given by the
dilaton VEV as gstring =

〈
eφ
〉
. The classical region

of the UH moduli space corresponds to the vanishing
gstring.

The quantum UH moduli space was investigated
in Refs. [10�16]. As was found in Refs. [12, 15], a
summation of the D-instanton contributions is possible
when there is the extended U(1) × U(1) isometry. In
this case the UH metric is governed by the Calderbank-
Petersen potential F (ρ, η) obeying the equation [17]

ρ2
(
∂2
ρ + ∂2

η

)
F =

3

4
F . (9)

Its unique SL(2,Z) modular invariant solution is
given by the Eisenstein series E3/2. The asymptotical
expansion of the Eisenstein series reveals a sum of
the classical contribution proportional to ρ−1/2, the
perturbative string 1-loop contribution proportional to
ζ(3)ρ3/2, and the in�nite sum of the D-instanton terms
indeed [12].

3 CY �uxes and gauging the UH isometry

So far no scalar potential was generated for the
UH scalars. As is well known in string theory, the
moduli stabilization can be achieved via adding non-
trivial �uxes of the NS-NS and RR three-forms in
CY [18], while it amounts to gauging isometries of the
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UH moduli space in the e�ective 4D, N=2 supergravity
[19]. As the abelian gauge �eld one can employ either
gravi-photon of N=2 supergravity multiplet or a vector
�eld of an N=2 matter (abelian) vector multiplet. As a
result, the UH gets a non-trivial scalar potential whose
critical points determine the vacua of the theory [19].

The scalar potential arising from the gauging
procedure takes the form [20]

V =
9

2
gab∂aW∂bW − 6W 2 (10)

in terms of the UH metric gab and the superpotential
W de�ned by [20]

W 2 =
1

3
dK ∧ ∗dK − 1

6
dK ∧ dK , (11)

where we have introduced the Killing 1-form K =
kadq

a of the gauged isometry and the Hodge star (∗)
in any local coordinates (q) on the UH moduli space.

In the parametrization of Eq. (4) we have the
Killing vector Ka = (1, 0, 0, 0) that yields the Killing
1-form

K =
1

w2P
(dt+ Θ) , (12)

whose square is given by K2 = gabK
aKb = gtt = 1

ρ2P .

It is straightforward to compute the superpotential
squared. We �nd

W 2 =
Λ2

ρ2
+

1

12P

(
3 + 2 |Λ|P +

3

2P
ρ∂ρP

)2

+
3ρ2e−u

4P 3

[
(∂µP )2 + (∂νP )2

]
.

(13)

The �rst term in the scalar potential (10) is always
positive, whereas the second term is always negative,
which is similar to the scalar potential in a generic
matter-coupled N=1 supergravity [21]. The Minkowski
vacua are determined by the �xed points of the scalar
potential, related to the poles of the function Pρ2. The
existence of meta-stable de Sitter vacua was explicitly
demonstrated in Refs. [14, 15].

4 Conclusion

We proposed the in�ationary scenario in the 4D
quantum gravity given by the type IIA closed strings
compacti�ed on a Calabi-Yau three-fold. In�aton
was identi�ed with the axion of the Universal
Hypermultiplet.

The other (non-in�aton) scalars of the Universal
Hypermultiplet (including dilaton) were stabilized by
the CY �uxes whose impact was calculated via the
gauging procedure of the UH moduli space axion
isometry. The latter survives when the NS5-brane
instantons are suppressed, i.e. at a small string coupling
gstring � 1.

After the stabilization by CY �uxes/gauging, the
N=2 local supersymmetry in 4D is unbroken, while
axion is still massless and has no scalar potential.
However, at a lower scale the axion can get a scalar
potential due to some non-perturbative quantum �eld
theory phenomena such as gaugino condensation.
The slow-roll natural in�ation can, therefore, take
place with the scalar potential (1) whose structure is
essentially dictated by the pNGb nature of the axion.

It is worth noticing here that the scalar potential
(1) of the natural in�ation yields the scalar index ns
and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r of the CMB anisotropy
as [4]

ns ≈ 1− M2
Pl

8πf2
, Λ ≈ 2.2·1016 GeV

( r

0.002

)1/4

. (14)

Therefore, the CMB observables (ns, r) are directly
related to the scales (f,Λ) of the natural in�ation,
respectively.
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Ñ. Â. Êåòîâ

ÌÈÍÈÌÀËÜÍÛÅ ÈÍÔËßÖÈÎÍÍÛÅ ÌÎÄÅËÈ Â ÒÅÎÐÈßÕ ÑÓÏÅÐÃÐÀÂÈÒÀÖÈÈ
È ÑÓÏÅÐÑÒÐÓÍ

Ïðåäëîæåíî âëîæåíèå åñòåñòâåííîé èíôëÿöèè â ðàííåé Âñåëåííîé â òåîðèþ IIA ñóïåðñòðóí, êîìïàêòèôèöèðîâàííûõ
íà ìíîãîîáðàçèÿõ Êàëàáè-ßó. Èíôëàòîí ÿâëÿåòñÿ àêñèîíîì óíèâåðñàëüíîãî ãèïåðìóëüòèïëåòà. Îñòàëüíûå ñêàëÿ-
ðû ñòàáèëèçèðîâàíû â ðåçóëüòàòå ëîêàëèçàöèè àêñèîííîé ñèììåòðèè. Ìåòîä ñîãëàñóåòñÿ ñ ëþáûìè ïàðàìåòðàìè
ìèêðîâîëíîâîãî ðåëèêòîâîãî èçëó÷åíèÿ.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: èíôëÿöèÿ, ñóïåðãðàâèòàöèÿ, òåîðèÿ ñòðóí.
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